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Report of the Development Director 

___________________________________________________________________

To the Deputy City Mayor 
and

The Executive Lead Member for Strategic Planning (for information)
on 

27th October, 2015
___________________________________________________________________

TITLE: UPDATE ON PROPOSED HYDRO-ELECTRIC SCHEMES AT JUBILEE 
WEIR (CHARLESTOWN) AND ADELPHI WEIR (BROUGHTON)
___________________________________________________________________

RECOMMENDATIONS:

That the Deputy City Mayor :

i. Note the current position concerning the proposed hydro schemes at 
Charlestown and Adelphi weirs

ii. Extend the exclusivity agreement between Lowwood and Salford City 
Council for the development of Charlestown Weir until June 2016.

iii. Give approval to seek interest from community organisations interested in 
developing Adelphi weir for Hydro power.  

CONTACT OFFICER: TEL. NO:

Mike Hemingway Ext:   3209

Brian Enright Ext    3784
___________________________________________________________________

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

There are opportunities to develop two separate hydro electric schemes on the River 
Irwell  at Charlestown Jubilee weir and at Adelphi weir.



In January 2013, following a procurement process, it was reported to the Deputy City 
Mayor and the Assistant Mayor for Planning, that Spaans Babcock1 had submitted a 
preferred tender with a view to them building two hydro schemes, if feasible  – one at 
Charlestown weir and one at Adelphi weir. 

Lowwood are on track to submit a planning application for Charlestown Weir at the 
same time as Keepmoat submit their application for the neighbouring Charlestown 
Riverside housing development site. Unfortunately Lowwood have decided that the 
Adelphi scheme is no longer a viable proposition for them. The original decision 
following the procurement of Lowwood does not oblige them to proceed with both 
schemes.

Urban Vision have negotiated for rent to be based on a percentage of turnover rather 
than profit – this is likely to create a more favourable rental income for the city 
council from the Charlestown scheme than was originally anticipated.

Assuming planning permission is granted the Charlestown scheme would be 
operational by the end of 2016.

___________________________________________________________________

DETAILS:

1. Background

There are opportunities to develop at the developer’s risk two separate hydro electric 
schemes on the River Irwell Jubilee weir and Adelphi weir. At the request of the 
Deputy Mayor officers tendered these opportunities to the market in order to procure 
a preferred developer to deliver these schemes.

An initial expression of interest stage was undertaken, which received nine 
responses from interested companies. A formal procurement process was then 
undertaken through the Chest and responses were received from five organisations. 
Of the three companies invited to interview, Spaans Babcock and Lowwood received 
the highest score from the evaluation panel and were subsequently identified as the 
preferred bidder for this project. 

As Lowwood are taking the financial risk on this project it was recommended that 
they are initially given 18 Months exclusivity to develop a viable project. The 
exclusivity agreement was signed in June 2013. (see ROD at Annex 1)

The City Council’s interest in both sites is it’s ownership of the land adjacent to the 
two weirs.  The Hydro stations would sit on this land, rather than in the river 
consequently the council is able to derive a rent from the sites.

1 Following further clarification, the actual developer behind the successful bid was Lowwood, with 
Spaans Babcock being Lowwood’s consultant and contractor



The Council is also keen to promote renewable energy and cut carbon emissions in 
Salford in line with it’s Climate change strategy and the Greater Manchester climate 
change strategy.  

Together both hydro-electric schemes on the River Irwell  could deliver enough 
electricity to power 300 homes, The two hydro schemes  were to have  been similar 
in nature – twin Archimedes screws taking a proportion of the flow from the river 
Irwell and creating energy by dropping the water through the turbines before 
returning the water to the river.

Charlestown

• Max kW Output = 273 kW (2 x 136.5kW)
• Annual Output =1085 MWh 
• Annual Carbon Saving: 660 Tonnes CO2
• Electricity for about 200 houses 

Adelphi

• Max kW Output = 100 kW (2 x 50kW)
• Annual Output = 480MWh
• Annual Carbon Saving: 290 Tonnes CO2
• Electricity for about 100 houses

2. Progress to date

The schemes have both had feasibility studies undertaken and preliminary plans 
drawn up. Reports and surveys required for a planning application and Environment 
Agency (EA) abstraction licence application have been completed and are due to be 
submitted soon in respect of the Charlestown Weir scheme. Lowwood have 
negotiated with Crown estates to purchase Charlestown Weir. Land ownership 
around the two weirs was, however, found to be more complicated than originally 
envisaged, the original owner of Charlestown Weir having gone bankrupt for 
example, and this has caused some delay to the project. Grid connection offers have 
been provided.  

Current status of both schemes

Charlestown

Lowwood envisage submitting their planning submission for Charlestown in October 
in parallel with Keepmoat who are proposing to develop the adjacent Charlestown 
Riverside site. If Keepmoat had not proposed to alter ground levels on site (due to 
having to accommodate flood risk within this development site), then a planning 
application would have been submitted back in July 2015. Lowwood plan to gain all 
their consents, including planning permission by the end of Q1 2016 and start 
construction at the beginning of Q3, 2016 (the EA build window in rivers being July-
September). With a six month build, commissioning is estimated to be the end of Q4 
2016.



Adelphi Weir 

Unfortunately Lowwood have now decided that the Adelphi scheme is no longer a 
commercially viable proposition for them. The Feed in Tariff is a very uncertain 
funding source at the moment with the Government planning to withdraw the pre-
accreditation system with very limited consultation. Pre-accreditation allowed 
developers to lock themselves into a guaranteed rate as soon as they have all their 
consents in place. With no pre-accreditation process, a developer will not be able to 
determine the returned FiT revenue until the scheme is up and working. This makes 
putting together a business plan more difficult. 

Progress at Adelphi weir has been slowed by the issue of the adjacent gauging 
station. The EA use this to measure flows down the Irwell particularly at low flows. 
The building of a hydro scheme at Adelphi Weir would have the effect of disrupting 
the data from the Adelphi Weir gauging station as it will change the flow profile of the 
river at that point. The EA are keen to maintain this data as it is their longest series 
of data on the Irwell. Anyone hoping to develop a Hydro Scheme at Adelphi would 
need to negotiate with the EA to come to a mutually satisfactory solution. Lowwood 
and its second set of consultants (Hydro Survey Ltd) have indicated that there are 
technological solutions that will sort out the gauging station concerns. However 
despite communication between Lowwood and EA technical officers this issue has 
yet to be resolved.  It is assumed that any alternative developer could implement the 
solutions Lowwood have put forward but agreement has not been reached with the 
EA and this may not be forthcoming. 

Reverting to turnover rather than profit

In the previous report it was suggested that rent would be based on a percentage of 
profit. However Urban Vision have negotiated for rent to be based on turnover, which 
should provide a larger amount of income for the council. This will ensure a more 
transparent and higher rent to the council at the Charlestown Site

Rent for Charlestown at 6% of gross turnover will be in the region of £9500.

3. Way forward following Lowwood’s decision to pull out of Adelpi weir

Recommend that the council extending exclusivity period  and proceed as 
planned with Lowwood

As outlined above unexpected complications over land and weir ownership at the 
two sites slowed down the project and the exclusivity period granted to Lowwood has 
now expired.  Given that Lowwood are virtually ready to submit planning application 
at Charlestown and are ready to sign leases and purchase Charlestown weir from 
the Crown it is suggested that exclusivity is extended until June 2016. 

This is attractive because it will deliver the Charlestown hydro scheme next year – 
this being in contrast to a long lead in time to procure a new developer and for them 
to subsequently deliver a scheme.



Options for Adelphi 

Clearly technical issues remain concerning the gauging stations remain, which may 
ultimately not be resolvable.

Given that one commercial developer has backed off due to uncertainty around the 
Feed in Tariff and the technical issues around the gauging station, it is unlikely to be 
attractive to other commercial developers. However the council could approach other 
commercial organisations to see if they are interested in developing the site for 
Hydro power. 

An alternative option is to offer Adelphi weir scheme to a community organisation. A 
suitably experienced community organisation could attract grants such as those from 
Urban Communities Energy Fund to facilitate the scheme. There are now three 
organisations interested in developing community energy in Salford – Greater 
Manchester Community Renewables; Irwell Valley Sustainable Communities and 
Moss Energy. A combination of these may be well placed to take on the 
development of Adelphi Weir for Hydro power.  Furthermore, Lowwood has offered 
to provide flow surveys information which could speed up the hydro development 
process. Community organisations may be less concerned with profit. The council 
would still seek a rental income should a community organisation be appointed to 
deliver the Adelphi scheme.

It is recommended, therefore that the city council seek interest from community 
organisations interested in developing Adelphi weir for Hydro power.  

___________________________________________________________________

KEY COUNCIL POLICIES:

Salford’s Climate Change Strategy – Creating a city prepared for the future 2010.
The Greater Manchester Climate Strategy 2011-2020. The proposal supports the 
three key themes of Salford’s Climate Change Strategy – Carbon Reduction, Climate 
adaptation and encouraging behaviour change.

It will also support the transition to a low carbon economy proposed by the Greater 
Manchester Climate Strategy and help reduce collective carbon emissions.

The proposal for hydro generation at Adelphi Weir is consistent with the long term 
vision for the Meadows and the aims of the Irwell River Park programme.
___________________________________________________________________

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT AND IMPLICATIONS:

No detrimental community impacts were identified.
___________________________________________________________________

BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS:

Climate Change Strategy 2010
___________________________________________________________________



KEY DECISION: YES 
___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________
SOURCE OF FUNDING:   

Costs to the council are limited to officer time.

___________________________________________________________________

LEGAL IMPLICATIONS:   

Nicky Smith, Solicitor – tel. 219 6315

It is possible to extend the term of the exclusivity agreement between the Council 
and Lowwood Products Company Limited by written agreement signed by both 
parties. It should be noted that in the original agreement Lowwood agreed that in the 
event that it decided not to proceed with only one scheme it would reinstate the Site 
planned for the other scheme, so if the company has carried out any works which 
affect  the Adelphi Weir site it should reinstate the site in accordance with  the terms 
of the agreement.     

(Note Spaans Babcock and Lowwoods works at Adelphi weir have been limited to 
monitoring)
___________________________________________________________________

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:   

Joanne Hardman ext 3156

In deciding to extend the exclusivity agreement with Lowwood, it is assumed that 
there would be no financial advantage in offering both sites back to the market.  

Assuming the exclusivity agreement is extended there will be limited financial 
implications for the City Council.  Any costs associated with the development of the 
site will be met by Lowwood.  Once the scheme is developed a rental income should 
be received as outlined in the report above.  The change to a % of turnover 
arrangement from the original proposal of % of gross profit should protect the 
Council’s interest by ensuring greater transparency.  The practicalities of charging 
Lowwood once the scheme is operational will need to be developed during the 
formal discussions.  The final agreement should require regular provision of financial 
information (which will need to be verified) to allow a quarterly charge to be made to 
Lowwood.

Given some uncertainty around feed in tariffs which makes it difficult to accurately 
develop the business plan, care should be taken to ensure that the Council’s 
interests are protected in case of any financial difficulties.  For example the Council 



would have no budget provision to carry out any decommissioning or remedial works 
so the responsibilities of the developer to meet these costs must be clearly set out in 
any future agreement.

___________________________________________________________________

OTHER DIRECTORATES CONSULTED: 

Procurement

Peter McMullan, Category Manager

There are very few procurement implications to this report, the original appointment 
of the contractor was in line with the Council’s Contractual Standing Orders (CSO’s) 
and if approved, the requirement to source seek expressions of interest from 
community groups for the development of the Adelphi Weir can be undertaken using 
the Chest e-tendering portal to maximise interest from local groups.  

Urban Vision

___________________________________________________________________

WARD(S) TO WHICH REPORT RELATE(S):

Irwell Riverside and Broughton
___________________________________________________________________

Karen Hirst
 Development Director


